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Grab a glass
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Contains: Italy




The best vineyards from all over Italy in just a few drops of wine.

Take a sip!
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Still Red

White

SPARKLING

ROSÉ

UNCONVENTIONAL










A glass of red wine can fix any problem. 

The freshest way to taste, any moment of the day. 

Bottled pleasure to light up every moment.

A glass of sunset, to relax and enjoy life. 

Get to know Italian wine, brick by brick.
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Our wineries




We focus heavily on simplicity both for our products and the supply chain. Let us tell you more.






Learn more
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Sustainability




It may be trivial, but our wine comes from the soil. This is why we take care of it. That’s it, as easy as it sounds.






Learn more
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	Phone
	+39 0546 629111





	WINE DIVISION
	Via Zampeschi, 117, 47122 Forlì - FC





	HEADQUARTER
	Via Convertite, 12, 48018 Faenza - RA







CONTACT

Nothing better than a fancy glass of wine to get in touch. 

Contact us        


Press Kit

Enter the reserved area to acces the press kit

LOG IN 
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